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Abstract

The log files generated by networked computer
systems contain valuable information that can
be used to monitor system security and stabil-
ity. Transformer-based natural language pro-
cessing methods have proven effective in de-
tecting anomalous activities from system logs.
The current approaches, however, have limited
practical application because they rely on log
templates which cannot handle variability in
log content, or they require supervised train-
ing to be effective. We propose a novel log
anomaly detection approach named LogFiT.
It utilises a pretrained BERT-based language
model and fine-tunes it towards learning the
linguistic structure of system logs. The LogFiT
model is trained in a self-supervised manner us-
ing normal log data only. Using masked token
prediction and centroid distance minimisation
as training objectives, the LogFiT model learns
to recognise the linguistic patterns associated
with the normal log data. During inference, a
discriminator function uses the LogFiT model’s
top-k token prediction accuracy and computed
centroid distance to determine if the input is
normal or anomaly. Our experiments on three
different datasets show that LogFiT is effective.

1 Introduction

Cybercrime costs businesses billions of dollars an-
nually (RiskIQ, 2019; Australia Department of
Home Affairs, 2020; International Business Ma-
chines, 2022). Log anomaly detection helps to pro-
tect businesses’ digital infrastructure from cyber-
attacks by providing the ability to detect abnormal
activities, such as network intrusions, from large
volumes of event logs generated by networked com-
puter systems.

Recently, approaches based on Deep Learning
and Natural Language Processing (NLP) have been
applied to address the log anomaly detection prob-
lem. A review of the literature indicates that Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM), represented by the

DeepLog model (Du et al., 2017), and Transform-
ers, represented by the LogBERT model (Guo
et al., 2021), are the deep learning architectures
used in the state of the art research in this do-
main. A practical consideration in log anomaly
detection using deep learning is the availability
of labeled data to be used in training predictive
models. Because of the high cost of preparing la-
beled data, classification-based approaches such
as LogSy (Nedelkoski et al., 2020) are of limited
value in production settings. Thus, a majority of
log anomaly detection approaches focus on the
zero-positive training scenario, in which predic-
tive models are trained in a self-supervised man-
ner using normal log data only (Le and Zhang).
Further, Yuan et al. (2021) identifies two general
categories of self-supervised models for anomaly
detection: (1) forecasting-based, which attempts
to predict the next log entry given previous log
entries; and (2) reconstruction-based, which re-
composes log sequences that have been intention-
ally corrupted. The DeepLog model adopts the
forecasting-based approach, while the LogBERT
model uses the reconstruction-based approach.

We focus on log data that consists of sequences
of log sentences. A key factor affecting the effec-
tiveness of log anomaly detection models is how
well it encodes representations of sequences of log
sentences, especially as the content of the log sen-
tences changes over time (Hendrycks et al., 2020;
Ott et al., 2021). A common approach is to encode
log sentences by first converting them to log tem-
plates (Du et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2021). However,
this method is shown to negatively affect model
effectiveness due to sub-optimal vector representa-
tion of the log sequences, and its inability to handle
unexpected variability in the content of log sen-
tences over time (Nedelkoski et al., 2020; Le and
Zhang, 2021; Wittkopp et al., 2021).

To address the limitations of current approaches,
we make the following contributions:



• An anomaly detection model named LogFiT,
which uses a fine-tuned pre-trained Bidirec-
tional Encoder Representations from Trans-
formers (BERT)-based Language Model (LM)
to learn the linguistic structure and sequential
patterns of normal log data. The fine-tuning is
done through transfer learning, where a base
LM, pre-trained on a large collection of text
corpora, is retrained on the normal log data.
The use of a pre-trained LM allows LogFiT
to generate representations for any sequence
of log sentences. Therefore, LogFiT is robust
to future changes in the syntactic structure of
log sentences.

• A framework and workflow for implement-
ing domain specific LogFiT anomaly detec-
tion models. The framework adopts a self-
supervised, transfer learning approach based
on the Masked Language Modeling (MLM)
objective. The model is trained to minimise
the cross-entropy loss combined with centroid
distance loss. During inference, the model’s
top-k accuracy and centroid distance are com-
pared against some threshold values to deter-
mine whether a log sequence is normal or
anomalous. Furthermore, the framework in-
corporates techniques that are known to speed
up model training: discriminative fine-tuning,
slanted triangular learning rates, and gradual
unfreezing.

2 Related Work

System log data consists of log sentences repre-
senting events that occur within computer systems.
Several log anomaly detection methods use log
parsing as its initial step, in which the log data is
converted into a standardised format called “log
templates” (Chen et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2021; He
et al., 2021), such that every log sentence can be
mapped to a specific log template. The list of log
templates thus forms the vocabulary of the model,
instead of words or tokens as is typical in NLP. An
example of system log data as it is converted to log
templates is shown in Figure 1.

The DeepLog and LogBERT approaches are il-
lustrated in Figure 2. In both of these approaches,
the input log data is pre-processed to convert them
into log sentence templates, which form the vocab-
ulary of these models. The input to the model is
a sequence of log keys, which are indexes used to
look up the corresponding log sentence template

from the vocabulary. In the case of DeepLog, the
last log key is removed from the input, and the
model is trained to predict the missing log key
given the previous log keys. In the case of Log-
BERT, some percentage of log keys are masked in
the input, and the model is trained to predict what
the masked log keys are.

Some studies (Nedelkoski et al., 2020; Le and
Zhang, 2021; Wittkopp et al., 2021) suggest that
log templates often result in significant loss of con-
textual information that is beneficial to a predictive
model’s performance. The problem with log tem-
plates is that it assumes the list of log templates
invariant. However, changes in the content of log
sentences will naturally happen over time. Thus
models that rely on log templates will not be able to
map new log sentences to an entry in the list of log
templates. Consequently, LogSy (Nedelkoski et al.,
2020), Neuralog (Le and Zhang, 2021) and A2Log
(Wittkopp et al., 2021) do not use log templates;
instead the log data is pre-processed using simple
cleanup scripts to remove unnecessary details such
as specific IP addresses, file paths, port numbers,
and URLs.

Recently, the linguistic capabilities of pretrained
LMs such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) has been a
subject of increasing interest. Several studies have
concluded that BERT-based language models learn
syntactic and semantic information that can be used
to increase the effectiveness of downstream NLP
tasks (Jawahar et al., 2020; Lin et al., 2019; Gold-
berg, 2019; Yenicelik et al., 2020). The LogFiT
model therefore leverages a pre-trained BERT LM
to accurately "understand" the linguistic structure
and sequential properties of normal system logs.

3 Method

LogFiT is trained on normal log data which is
first transformed into semantic vectors before be-
ing passed to the anomaly detection model. In
contrast to DeepLog and LogBERT, the LogFiT
model does not require the extraction of log tem-
plates during the pre-processing step. By inherit-
ing from a BERT-based language model, LogFiT
has the capabilities of an auto-encoder that can
reconstruct log data that have been intentionally
corrupted via masking. Specifically, LogFiT uses
the Longformer (Beltagy et al., 2020) variant of the
BERT family of models. The Longformer model
allows LogFiT to handle log paragraphs that con-
tain up to 4096 tokens, much higher than BERT’s



Figure 1: Sample system log data converted to log templates, from the HDFS dataset.

Figure 2: The DeepLog and LogBERT log anomaly
detection approaches.

Figure 3: LogFiT Transformer layers.

limit of 512 tokens.
The input to the LogFiT model is a log para-

graph consisting of individual log sentences joined
together with a line separator character. LogFiT
supports up to 4096 tokens, which follows from
the limit of the Longformer model. It is noted that
the "tokens" in LogFiT differs from the "tokens"
in DeepLog and LogBERT - in LogFiT the tokens
are words or sub-words, while in DeepLog and
LogBERT the tokens are log sentence templates.
The output of the final layer of LogFiT are 768-

dimension vectors that are the learned contextual
representations of the input tokens. Of interest are
the [CLS] token vector CV and the masked token
prediction vector MV. By convention, in BERT-
based models, the [CLS] token is the first token in
the input sequence, and is typically used for clas-
sification tasks. The CV vector corresponds to the
representation of the entire log paragraph, while the
masked token prediction vectors MV correspond
to the model’s predictions for the masked tokens.
At the beginning of each training epoch, the CV
vector is used to compute the centroid of all nor-
mal training data. During training proper, the CV
vector of each log paragraph is used to compute its
distance from the current centroid. In contrast, the
MV vector is used to compute the masked token
prediction loss (cross-entropy loss) following the
BERT masked language modeling algorithm. An
important detail related to LogFiT’s use of Long-
former is the use of global attention for the [CLS]
token and all line separator characters only, while
all other tokens are limited to local attention with
a window size of 16 to 32 - this value is based on
findings discussed in Dai et al. (2022).

3.1 Training Objectives

The LogFiT model is trained in a self-supervised
manner using two training objectives:

Objective 1: Masked Language Modeling.
This training objective is a variation of the training
objective used to pre-train BERT-based language
models (Devlin et al., 2019). In this training ob-
jective, the model randomly masks up to 75% of
the sentences that comprise the log paragraph. The
tokens of the log sentences are then masked accord-
ing to the BERT masking algorithm (80% masked,
10% replaced with a random token, 10% left un-
changed). Subsequently the model predicts what



the masked tokens are. The intuition behind this
training objective is that, for the model to accu-
rately predict the masked tokens, it must learn the
contextual relationships of the tokens and the sen-
tences that make up the training data. Thus, the
model is thought to gain an understanding of the
syntax and semantics of the language domain of
normal system logs. Further, because the model
is trained on the normal log data, it is expected
that the model will be able to learn patterns asso-
ciated with the normal data and thus distinguish
it when the normal data is presented with anoma-
lous data. The masked language modeling training
objective is implemented by minimising the cross-
entropy loss between the model’s predictions of the
masked tokens and the correct tokens. Aggregating
the cross-entropy loss across all samples in a mini-
batch produces the MLM loss and is described by
equation 1.

Lossmlm = −1

b

b∑
j=1

m∑
i=1

yjmaski
log(pjmaski

) (1)

where b is the mini-batch size, m is the count of
masked tokens, y is the true value, and p is the
probability of the predicted value.

Objective 2: Centroid Distance Minimisation.
This training objective is motivated by the obser-
vation that normal log data samples tend to cluster
close to each other (Ruff et al., 2019; Nedelkoski
et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2021). Therefore, as an
additional training objective, the distance of each
vectorised log paragraph from the computed cen-
troid of all normal log paragraphs is minimised.
The centroid is computed at the start of each epoch
to leverage improvements to the model weights
from the previous epoch. It has been demonstrated
in the works of (Ruff et al., 2019), (Nedelkoski
et al., 2020) and (Guo et al., 2021) that the per-
formance of self-supervised log anomaly detection
models improves with the addition of this training
objective. The centroid distance loss is the mean
squared error between the CV vector (vectorised
log paragraph) and the best centroid computed from
the previous training epochs. The centroid is the
average of all CV vectors of all normal training
samples. Additionally during the centroid distance
minimisation objective, the q-quantile centroid dis-
tance (where q is set to between 0.65 to 0.9 in the
experiments) is determined - this distance is then

considered as the radius or the hypersphere that
encloses all normal samples and is used as thresh-
old value during inference. Equation 2 shows the
formula for computing the centroid distance loss
for a mini-batch of log data.

Losscdist =
1

b

b∑
j=1

(CVj − centroid)2. (2)

LogFiT’s loss function, shown in Equation 3
is a combination of the cross-entropy loss com-
puted from the masked language modeling objec-
tive and the centroid distance loss computed from
the centroid distance minimisation objective. The
contribution of the centroid distance loss to the
final loss value is weighed via hyper parameter
cw, which is set to 0.25 in the experiments. The
resulting composite loss is then minimised using
the Adam optimiser, using hyper parameters rec-
ommended by the FastAI framework: momentum
= 0.9, sqr_momentum = 0.99, ϵ = 1e− 5, weight
decay = 0.01.

Loss = Lossmlm + cw ∗ Losscdist. (3)

3.2 Anomaly Detection
The trained LogFiT model can be used to detect
anomalous log data because it is trained to recog-
nise normal data. During inference, the input data
(in the form of log paragraphs) goes through the
same tokenisation, vectorisation, masking, and pre-
diction steps as at training time. Taking inspira-
tion from both DeepLog and LogBERT approaches,
LogFiT’s anomaly score is composed of two sep-
arate scores: the top-k accuracy (with k=5..12)
which represents how well LogFiT reconstructs
the masked sentences in the input data; and the cen-
troid distance of the CV vector computed by Log-
FiT for the input data (the centroid is determined
during training, based on the average of all CV vec-
tors of all normal log samples). If either of these
two scores passes some threshold value then the
input data is considered an anomaly. Specifically,
if the top k accuracy falls below some threshold
(set to between 0.65 and 0.99 in the experiments)
or the centroid distance of the CV vector exceeds
some multiple of the normal centroid distance (set
to between 1.2 to 1.9) computed during training,
the input log paragraph is considered an anomaly,
otherwise it is considered normal.



Dataset Avg #W Avg # S Unique W

HDFS 176.04 18.63 146
BGL 128.66 15.73 6,046
Thunderbird 1445.70 126.63 15,557

Table 1: Average counts of words (W) and sentences (S)
per log paragraph for different datasets.

4 Datasets and Experimental Setup

We use three public datasets: HDFS (Xu et al.,
2010), BGL (Oliner and Stearley, 2007) and Thun-
derbird (Oliner and Stearley, 2007). These datasets
are selected because they are used by the base-
line models. Some statistics on these datasets are
shown in Table 1. There is a noticeable difference
in terms of diversity of vocabulary used in these
datasets, with HDFS having a very limited vocab-
ulary of only 146 unique words, as opposed to
Thunderbird which is more diverse with its vocab-
ulary close to the size of what an adult native En-
glish speaker would have, which is approximately
15,000 to 30,000 (Brysbaert et al., 2016).

The HDFS dataset consists of log entries (sen-
tences) that are grouped into sessions, identified by
the block ID field. In contrast the BGL and Thun-
derbird datasets do not have session identifiers, so
a time-based grouping of log sentences is used.
During deployment LogFiT is intended to be used
in an online mode (as opposed to batch) therefore
for datasets where the grouping of log sentences
is based on time window, the chosen interval is
30 seconds so that a system utilising LogFiT can
provide timely feedback to system operators. Each
group of log sentences (i.e., a log paragraph) be-
comes a single sample that is then fed in batches to
the models during training, tuning and evaluation.

The datasets are split into training/validation,
tuning, and evaluation sets. The training/validation
set is created from 6,000 normal samples for train-
ing, and 5,000 normal plus 1,000 anomaly samples
for parameter tuning. The evaluation set is created
from 5,000 normal plus 1,000 anomaly samples.
No random shuffling is performed on the datasets -
the chronological order of the logs is used; this is
to prevent models from "peeking into the future"
during training. The evaluation set consists of log
data that appear after (in chronological order) the
train/validation set.

Implementation Details. LogFiT is imple-
mented using Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2019), Fas-

tAI (Howard and Gugger, 2020), and Hugging-
Face (Wolf et al., 2020).

Evaluation Metrics. To measure the effective-
ness of the models, the following metrics are used:

• Precision (P ) is percentage of correctly detected
anomaly samples (TP ), among all the anomalies
detected by the model as P = TP / (TP+FP).

• Recall (R) is percentage of log samples that the
model correctly identified as anomaly, over all
real anomalies, as R = TP / (TP+FN).

• F1 Score (F1) is the harmonic mean of the Pre-
cision and Recall, as F1 = 2 * (P*R)/(P+R).

• Specificity (S) is the percentage of log samples
that the model correctly detected as normal, over
all real normal samples, as S = TN/(TN+FP).

In practical deployment scenarios a model with
high specificity is more valuable, in that it min-
imises occurrences of false positives or false alarms.
A model with high Specificity will accurately iden-
tify normal samples, thus if a sample is detected
as an anomaly it is highly likely that the sample
is really an anomaly. Furthermore, Le and Zhang
found that Specificity helps mitigating the effect of
imbalanced class distribution.

5 Results and Discussion

Log Anomaly Detection Performance. Table 2
shows the result of running anomaly detection in-
ference using LogFiT, as compared to the metrics
obtained when running the publicly available im-
plementations of DeepLog and LogBERT on the
same data. The LogFiT model is used to detect
anomalous log paragraphs from the HDFS, BGL
and Thunderbird datasets. The results show that
LogFiT’s F1-scores outperform DeepLog and Log-
BERT on the HDFS and BGL datasets, and compa-
rable to LogBERT on the Thunderbird dataset.

Effect of delaying centroid distance computa-
tion. Table 3 shows the effect of a warm-up pe-
riod of 5 epochs before computing the centroid
and the centroid distance loss. LogFiT is trained
using three stages of gradual unfreezing (Howard
and Ruder, 2018), with five epochs for each stage.
The result indicates that a warm-up period neg-
atively affects the model’s effectiveness on the
HDFS dataset. This could be because LogFiT re-
lies on a pre-trained Longformer which is already



HDFS BGL Thunderbird

Method P R F1 S P R F1 S P R F1 S

DeepLog 100.0 60.90 75.70 100.0 90.2 70.68 79.25 98.32 65.05 99.4 78.64 89.30
LogBERT 24.02 82.80 37.24 47.62 88.92 88.35 88.63 97.59 91.75 95.7 93.69 98.28
LogFiT (ours) 99.78 90.60 94.97 99.96 98.83 84.70 91.22 99.00 89.90 98.80 94.14 97.78

Table 2: Comparison of anomaly detection effectiveness of different methods in terms of Precision (P), Recall (R),
F1 score (F) and Specificity (S) on three log datasets (HDFS, BGL, Thunderbird).

Warm-up F1 Specificity

No warm-up 94.97 99.96
5-epoch warm-up 87.70 100.0

Table 3: Effect of delaying centroid distance computa-
tion on LogFiT/HDFS F1 and specificity.

capable of producing good vector representations
of log paragraphs.

Figure 4 shows how the two threshold parame-
ters, top-k token prediction accuracy and centroid
distance, contributes to the anomaly decision for
the HDFS evaluation set (which consists of 5,000
normal samples and 1,000 anomaly samples). The
figure indicates that centroid distance is not an im-
portant decision factor for discriminating normal
and anomaly HDFS log paragraphs.

Transfer learning. Due to transfer learning, the
LogFiT model starts training with an inherited
knowledge of the linguistic characteristics of the
English language, while neither DeepLog or Log-
BERT have this benefit. This allows LogFiT train-
ing to converge in fewer number of epochs com-
pared to the two baseline models. Furthermore,
because LogFiT uses a large pre-trained language
model to vectorise log paragraphs, it is more ro-
bust to changes in the content of the log data
(Nedelkoski et al., 2020; Ott et al., 2021).

Log parsing. Unlike DeepLog, LogBERT and
other approaches that depend on a log parsing step,
LogFiT works directly with the text data. Figure 5
shows an example of LogFiT’s input log paragraph
which have been masked according to the BERT
masking algorithm, and shows the two criteria (top-
k accuracy and centroid distance) used by Log-
FiT to decide whether the input is normal or an
anomaly.

Note that in our initial experiments on the Thun-
derbird dataset, LogFiT’s effectiveness was below
that of baselines. This was attributed to the length
of the log paragraphs being input to the LogFiT

model. After reducing the time window from 60
seconds to 30 seconds, LogFiT’s F1 score and
specificity were comparable to that of LogBERT.
The same reduction in time window was applied to
the baselines as well.

Statistical significance. Figure 6 shows the pre-
dictions of the LogFiT model compared against the
predictions of the LogBERT model on the HDFS
dataset, presented in a McNemar contingency table.
Applying McNemar’s test with continuity correc-
tion and a significance level of α = 0.05 produces
χ2 = 2553.83 and P = 0.0 which confirms that
LogFiT performs better than LogBERT.

6 Limitations

Due to the size and computational requirements of
the Longformer model, training on log data where
the length of a paragraph is longer than 2048 tokens
takes a long time to complete. Further, it can be
prone to out-of-memory errors even when training
on an NVIDIA RTX A6000 with 48 GB of GPU
memory. Addressing this limitation will be the
subject of a follow up study.

7 Conclusions

Detecting abnormal computer system behavior
from the log files that the system generates is an
important capability in today’s hyper-connected
world. Natural language processing techniques and
in particular transformer-based models using BERT
are investigated for anomaly detection in system
logs. We presented a novel log anomaly detection
model named LogFiT. The LogFiT model lever-
ages the general knowledge embodied in the pre-
trained weights of a BERT-based language model
and fine-tuned it to learn the specific linguistic pat-
terns of system logs. LogFiT is trained in a self-
supervised manner using only the normal logs and
combining two training objectives: Masked token
prediction and centroid distance minimisation. It
learns to recognise only the linguistic structure of
normal system logs and can reconstruct normal log



Figure 4: Contribution of each threshold criteria (token prediction accuracy and centroid distance) to the anomaly
decision.

Figure 5: An example of LogFiT’s input, output prediction, and decision criteria.



Figure 6: McNemar table comparing LogFiT and Log-
BERT predictions on the HDFS dataset.

data that have been intentionally corrupted. Log-
FiT flags as anomalies any log sample that it fails
to reconstruct. We showed that our method out-
perform baseline models on the HDFS and BGL
datasets, and produces comparable performance on
the Thunderbird dataset. Finally, LogFiT is robust
to future changes in the syntactic structure of log
paragraphs because of its built-in ability to handle
out-of-vocabulary tokens.

8 Future Work

The LogFiT model at its core is a BERT-based
language model trained to reconstruct normal log
data. As such, it can be adapted for use in any
log analysis task where the log samples consist of
textual description of system events. While the
domain and task tackled in this study is system log
anomaly detection, LogFiT is intended to be used
in the cyber-security domain. In future we focus on
applying the LogFiT anomaly detection approach
on cyber-security datasets.
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